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Abstract 

The effect of surface area and polarity ratio of ZnO support on the catalytic 

properties of CuO/ZnO catalyst for methanol steam reforming (MSR) are 

studied. The surface area of ZnO was varied changing the calcination 

temperature, and its polarity ratio was modified using different Zn precursors, 

zinc acetate and zinc nitrate. It was found that the copper dispersion and copper 

surface area increase with the surface area of the ZnO support, and the polarity 

ratio of ZnO strongly influences the reducibility of copper species. A higher 

polarity ratio promotes the reducibility, which is attributed to a strong 

interaction between copper and the more polar ZnO support. Interestingly, it was 

observed that the selectivity of CuO/ZnO catalysts (lower CO yield) increases 

with the polarity ratio of ZnO carriers. As another key result, CuO/ZnOAc375 

catalyst has proven to be more selective (up to 90%) than a reference 

CuO/ZnO/Al2O3 sample (G66-MR, Süd Chemie). 

The activity of the best performing catalyst, CuO/ZnOAc-375, was assessed in 

a Pd-composite membrane reactor and in a conventional packed-bed reactor. A 

hydrogen recovery of ca. 75% and a hydrogen permeate purity of more than 90% 

was obtained. The Pd-based membrane reactor allowed to improve the 

methanol conversion, by partially suppressing the methanol steam reforming 

backward reaction, besides upgrading the reformate hydrogen purity for use in 

HT-PEMFC. 
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1. Introduction 

 

The methanol steam reforming (MSR) reaction has received much attention in 

the past few decades as an attractive route of producing hydrogen for small-scale 

polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells (PEMFC): 

 

 
MSR catalysts are usually divided in two main groups: Cu-based and the more 

recent Pd-based ones [1]. Regardless, the catalyst type ZnO support has a ubiquitous 

presence. Although CuO/Zn-based catalysts are used in industry since the 1960s, 

the role of ZnO in these catalysts systems remains unclear despite the efforts 

made to elucidate its role [2–6]. For instance, Karim et al. investigated the effect of 

ZnO morphology on the reactivity of PdZnO catalysts for MSR [7], and concluded 

that the activity was higher for faceted ZnO materials [7]. In line with the former 

work, the theoretical studies by Smith et al. demonstrated that the polar 

crystalline surfaces of ZnO has null energetic barrier for both methanol and 

water dissociation [8]. On this basis, one could assume that ZnO with higher ratio 

of polar surfaces, namely higher polarity ratio, would lead     to MSR catalysts with 

enhanced activity. This concept has in fact gained more attention as evident from 

the studies by Boucher et al. [9,10], who investigated the influence of the properties 

of various carriers (mainly shapes and defects) on the reactivity of Au-based 

catalysts for WGS and MSR reactions. These  authors concluded that for different 

ZnO nanoshapes the activity increased when the binary catalysts were prepared 

with more polar supports (higher polarity ratio). Nevertheless, to our knowledge 

there is no study over CuO/ZnO catalysts that establishes a relation between the 

sup- port polarity ratio and the selectivity toward MSR. However, this aspect is of 

crucial importance for fuel cell applications where the presence of CO should be 

minimized as much as possible since even ppm levels of CO irreversibly poison Pt 

electrodes. 

Recently, a simple urea-assisted hydrothermal method for tailoring the 

physicochemical properties of ZnO materials was reported by the research team 

[11]. It was found that the specific surface area, morphology and polarity ratio 

of the resulting ZnO solids were strongly affected by the synthesis conditions 

employed [11], in particular, the presence and concentration of surfactant 

(Pluronic P123) and type of metal salt precursor (Zn-acetate vs Zn- nitrate). The 

main conclusions of this study were: (i) the addition of Pluronic P123 results in 

better dispersion of ZnO particles (hierar- chical ZnO microflowers are formed), 

higher polarity ratio (higher ratio of (0 0 2) polar planes), and ZnO materials with 

enhanced sur- face area; (ii) the morphology, polarity ratio and reactivity are also 

affected by the Zn salt used as precursor. The use of Zn-nitrate led to urchin-like 

ZnO structures (ZnO microflowers were formed when using Zn-acetate) with 

lower polarity ratio (higher proportion of (1 0 0) non-polar planes) than their 
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acetate derived counterparts. The ZnO sample with the highest polarity ratio (the 

acetate derived ZnO) also exhibited the highest photoactivity, which is ca. 2 times 

higher than that of the “less polar” (lower polarity ratio) nitrate derived ZnO. 

These results suggest that both samples have different reactivity, being higher for 

the ZnO with higher polarity ratio [11]. 

MSR reaction should be carried out at low temperature to exploit the favorable 

thermodynamics to yield low CO, but it is equilibrium limited and then, for high 

conversions, the back reaction penalizes the overall reaction rate. The use of a 

Pd-based membrane reactor allows hydrogen product to be continuously 

removed from the reaction medium and then enhances the overall reaction 

kinetics resulting in enhanced conversions and in the production of a high purity 

hydrogen stream. Low temperature PEMFCs require hydrogen with very low 

concentrations of CO; the automotive standard imposes a maximum CO 

concentration of 0.2 ppm (ISO 14687-2). This high purity hydrogen can be 

obtained using a Pd- based purification process or, with advantages, using a Pd-

based membrane reactor. However, Pd-membranes are poisoned by CO, which 

adsorbs on the membrane surfaces inhibiting the hydrogen permeation [12]. Pd-

based composite membranes are characterized by a thin Pd layer deposited onto 

porous substrates and show high permeability and selectivity to hydrogen [13–

16]. A growing attention is then been devoted to Pd-composite membranes that 

have – among others – the advantage of lower cost and higher permeability 

because of the reduced palladium content utilized in these membranes [13–18]. 

Numerous studies deal with MSR reaction carried out in both dense and 

composite Pd-based MRs [17–25]. In most of them, it has been demonstrated that 

these MRs made possible higher performances than conventional packed bed 

reactors (CR) in terms of methanol conversion and hydrogen yield with the 

further benefit of producing high-grade hydrogen. Dense self-supported Pd–Ag 

membranes with a thickness of 50 µm and composite Pd-based membranes with 

Pd-layers thicker than 10 µm were used in previous studies of steam reforming 

of methanol [18,21–23]. This work uses a thin composite membrane of ca. 8 µm 

deposited onto a ceramic support and the direct contact of the catalyst with the 

composite membrane is assessed in terms of methanol conversion, hydrogen 

recovery and hydrogen permeate purity as well as permeation characteristics 

stability. 

In this context, the first part of this work investigates the role of ZnO surface 

area and polarity ratio on the activity–selectivity of CuO/ZnO catalysts at low 

temperature. Two types of ZnO samples were prepared as detailed in [11] and used 

as supports of CuO/ZnO catalysts: a series of ZnO samples with different 

specific surface area and similar polarity ratio and a group of ZnO samples with 

similar specific surface area but different polarity ratio. It should be noted, 

however, that in the present work the term “polarity ratio” is used to refer the 

relative intensities of the polar and the nonpolar planes of ZnO, (I(002)/I(100)). A 
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commercial isotropic würtzite ZnO from Sigma–Aldrich was taken as a reference 

and studied by XRD. 

The reference ZnO sample gave a value of 0.73 for the (0 0 2)/(1 0 0) intensity 

ratio, thus, intensity ratio values higher than the würtzite reference (I(002)/I(100) 

= 0.73) denote a higher polarity ratio, and consequently, a higher ratio of exposed 

polar facets, and vice versa. 

The second part of this work evaluates the performances of the best 

CuO/ZnOAc-375 catalyst, among the ones reported in this work, in a Pd-

membrane reactor. 

 

2. Experimental 

 

2.1. Preparation of ZnO supports 

 

ZnO samples were prepared by a modified hydrothermal method as detailed 

elsewhere [11]. In a typical preparation, 1.1 g of zinc salt precursor (zinc acetate 

or zinc nitrate), 6 g of urea and   3 g of P123 Pluronic block copolymer were 

mixed in 100 mL of water. The pH was adjusted to 5 and the solution was stirred 

for 2 h under ambient conditions. Then, the mixture was poured into a teflon 

lined autoclave and kept at 90 ◦C for 24 h. The precipitate was thoroughly 

washed with distillated water and dried at 110 ◦C overnight. The resulting solid 

was calcined in a muffle furnace at given temperature for 30 min. 

Table 1 shows the ZnO samples prepared. The following nomenclature for ZnO 

samples was used (Table 1) ZnOx-CT, where: x denotes the zinc precursor, zinc-

acetate (Ac) or zinc-nitrate (N) and CT represents the calcination temperature in 

◦C (Table 1). Accordingly, the ZnOAc-375 sample was prepared from zinc-acetate 

as precursor and calcined at 375 ◦C for 30 min. SEM images of the series of ZnO 

materials (ZnOAc-CT) obtained at different calcination temperatures are shown 

in Fig. 1. 

 

2.2. Preparation  of  CuO/ZnO catalysts 

 

CuO/ZnO catalysts were prepared by impregnation of the ZnO supports with 

an aqueous solution of copper nitrate (the amount of copper calculated to achieve 

a nominal metal loading of 15 wt.%). The pH was adjusted to 6 by dropwise 

addition of ammonium hydroxide. The resulting slurry was dried at 110 ◦C 

overnight and calcined at 360 ◦C during 8.5 h. As for ZnO carriers, CuO/ZnO 

catalysts will be denoted in terms of the ZnO supports calcination temperature 

(CT) and the type of zinc precursor used; thus, when zinc nitrate was used the 

catalyst was named CuO/ZnON-CT and when prepared from zinc acetate it 
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was named CuO/ZnOAc-CT, where CT denotes the calcination temperature in 

◦C. 

 

2.3. Materials  characterizations 

 

The specific surface area was measured by  N2  physisorption at −196 ◦C in a 

Quantachrome Autosorb-1 Instruments apparatus. The surface area (SBET) was 

calculated using the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) equation. X-ray powder  

diffraction (XRD) analyses were carried using a Cu-Ka radiation (30 KV/15 mA and 

 = 0.154 nm) in a Rigaku Miniflex 2 equipment. CuO crystallite size was assessed 

by the Debye–Scherrer equation, D = K /cos0, where D is the average size of the 

CuO crystallites, K is the Scherrer’s constant 0.94,  is the wavelength of X-ray, 

and  is the full width at half maximum. The XRD pattern was measured at 

ambient temperature and for the calcined samples of CuO/ZnO at a 2 range of 

10–80◦ with a step width of 0.06◦ s−1. Temperature-programmed reduction 

(TPR) experiments were performed using a ChemBET Pulsar TPR/TPD equipped 

with a thermal conductivity detector (TCD). In a typical TPR experiment, 

approximately 50 mg of sample was held by quartz wool and placed in a U-shaped 

quartz reactor. The sample was heated from 50 ◦C to 400 ◦C at a heating rate of 

5 ◦C min−1 under a flow of 5% H2/Ar. Hydrogen consumption was measured by 

TCD. The copper dispersion was determined by temperature programmed 

desorption of H2 (H2-TPD), following a similar procedure as reported by Amorim 

de Carvalho et al. [26]. Accordingly, the sample was reduced under a flow of 5% 

H2/Ar. 

Then, the sample was cooled to 0 ◦C with an ice bath and pure H2 was passed 

during 1 h. Then, the temperature was lowered to -196 ◦C using liquid nitrogen 

under a pure H2 flow (30 cm3 min−1). After 1 h, H2 was switched to He flow (50 

cm3 min−1) for 30 min. The temperature was then raised up to the 400 ◦C and 

desorption of H2 was monitored by using a TCD detector. Copper dispersion is 

defined as the ratio of the surface copper atoms to the total copper atoms present in 

the  catalyst. 

 

2.4.  MSR with a conventional rector 

 

The activity and selectivity of the catalysts were determined for MSR reaction 

using an in house built set-up. Steam reforming of methanol was performed at 

atmospheric pressure in a tubular reactor (7.25 mm i.d.) placed inside an oven. The 

reaction temperature was recorded inside the packed bed reactor using a 

thermocouple. The reactor was loaded with 200 mg of catalyst (180–350 µm) 
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diluted with 200 mg of glass spheres. Plug flow conditions were ensured keeping 

catalyst bed length to catalyst size ratio above 50 (Lreactor/dparticle ≥ 50) and 

the reactor diameter to size ratio above 30 (dreactor/dparticle ≥ 30) [27]. Activity 

measurements were per- formed in the temperature range of 180–300 ◦C and 

space-time ratio of Wcat./F0
CH3OH = 83 kgcat.mol−1s. Prior to the catalytic 

activity measurements, the catalyst was reduced in situ using a diluted hydrogen 

stream (40 vol.% of H2 balanced with N2), at 240 ◦C for 2 h. The gas feed flow 

rate was controlled by mass flow controllers from Bronkhorst (model F-201C, 0.1 

FS). Required flow rate of methanol aqueous solution was controlled using a 

controlled evaporation and mixing (CEM) system (Bronkhorst). The condensable 

reactants were separated from the gas mixture in a condenser at ca. 0 ◦C, placed 

outside the oven. 

Hydrogen and carbon dioxide were analyzed in a quadruple mass 

spectrometer (Pfeiffer Vacuum OmniStar GSD 320). Trace amounts of carbon 

monoxide were measured using a CO infra-red analyzer (Signal Instruments, 

7100 FM, accuracy: ±0.2 ppm). The methanol conversion (XCH3OH) and CO 

output molar fraction (YCO) were calculated by applying Eqs. (2) and (3). 

 

 
 

2.5. MSR with a composite Pd–Al2O3membrane reactor 

 

A sketch of the Pd/Al2O3 membrane reactor (MR) used is shown in Fig. 2. The 

composite Pd-based membrane is made of a thin Pd layer (~7 µm) deposited via 

electroless plating onto a porous Al2O3 support. The membrane has been 

produced at Nanjing University of Technology (the porous Al2O3 support is from 

Gao Q Funct. Mat. Co.), and used at ITM–CNR, with 7.5 cm of total length and 5.0 

cm of active length, 1.3 cm of O.D. It was housed in a stainless steel module, 

having 12 cm of length, 1.5 cm of O.D., equipped with two gaskets at both 

membrane ends for preventing permeate and retentate streams to mix. The MR 

annulus was packed with the CuO/ZnO catalyst. Prior to the reaction tests, the 

permeability of the composite Pd-membrane to hydrogen has been obtained at T 

= 300 ◦C and for a transmembrane pressure (P) of 1.0 bar. 

The performance of the MR has been first analyzed, in terms of methanol 

conversion and gas selectivity. The effect of temperature in the range 220–300 ◦C 

was assessed at 2.0 bar, ∼0.95 h−1 weight hourly space velocity (WHSV) and 
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H2O/CH3OH feed molar ratio equal to 2.5/1. The permeate pressure has been 

kept constant at 1.0 bar in the whole experimental campaign. Afterwards, the 

investigation has been focused on MR performance in terms of hydrogen recovery 

and hydrogen permeate purity by varying both reaction pressure and WHSV. 

The reaction pressure was varied from 1.5 bar to 2.5 bar, WHSV from 1.37 h−1 to 

2.73 h−1. The temperature was kept constant at 330 ◦C and H2O/CH3OH feed 

molar ratio equal to 1.5/1. 

The MR has been heated up under helium and a P680HPLC pump (Dionex) has 

been used for supplying liquid methanol and water. The mixture was vaporized 

with nitrogen supplied at a constant flow rate of 22.0 mL/min and fed to the MR. 

The retentate stream was directed to a cold trap in order to condensate the 

unreacted water and methanol. Both permeate and retentate stream 

compositions were analyzed using a temperature programmed HP 6890 GC with 

two thermal conductivity detectors, heated at 250 ◦C and using Ar as carrier gas. 

The GC was equipped with three packed columns: Porapack R 50/80 (8 ft 1/8 

inch) and CarboxenTM 1000 (15 ft 1/8 inch) connected in series, and a Molecular 

Sieve 5 Å (6 ft 1/8 inch). The permeability of the membrane was obtained for 

monocomponent streams of H2, N2 and He using a bubble-flow meter; at least 

10 experimental values were obtained. 

Concerning the reaction tests, each experimental value obtained averages at least 

10 measurements taken in a period of 120 min in steady-state conditions, with a 

relative difference smaller than 3%. Before reaction, the catalytic bed was 

reduced using a mixture of hydrogen and helium (1.1x10−2 mol min−1) at 240 

◦C for 2 h. 

The equations used for computing the parameters that characterize the Pd-

based MR are indicated below. 

Permeability characterizing parameters: 

 

 
 

where i can be He, N2, H2; Ji is the permeating flux of i-gas through the composite 

Pd/Al2O3 membrane. 

Equations characterizing the reactor performance: 
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where QCO,out, QCO2,out and QTOT,out are the CO, CO2 and total outlet molar 

flow rates, respectively, QH2, retentate and QH2,permeate are the  H2 outlet molar 

flow rates of retentate and permeate sides; and QTOT, retentate and QTOT,permeate 

are the total outlet molar flow rates of retentate and permeate sides; QCH3OH, in is 

the inlet stream  of methanol fed to the MR and Qi,out is the outlet molar flow rate 

of “i”-component (CO, CO2, H2). 

 

3. Results and discussion 

 

3.1. Physicochemical  characterization 

 

The XRD patterns of some representative ZnO supports and CuO/ZnO catalysts 

are shown in Fig. 3. All CuO/ZnO samples present well defined peaks which can be 

ascribed to ZnO (würtzite, JCPDS file no. 36-1451) and CuO (tenorite, JCPDS file 

no. 48-1548). It is important to note that the polarity ratio (defined as 

I(002)/I(100)) of ZnO supports remained unchanged after copper impregnation 

(Fig. 3): this evidences that copper deposition does not alter, at least in a 

significant way, the structure of the ZnO carriers, which maintain the initial 

preferential exposure of polar (ZnOAc-375) or nonpolar (ZnON-375) faces (Fig. 

3). 

As seen in Table 2, the average CuO crystallite was not significantly affected either 

by the Zn-precursor (Table 2, Fig. S1) or by the support calcination temperature. 

Most samples have similar crystallite size (16–18 nm, Table 2). The CuO/ZnOAc-

400  sample has the largest CuO crystallite size (ca. 20 nm), which is likely due to 

the lower specific surface area of the ZnO support (ZnOAc-400, Table 1). The  

temperature  programmed  desorption  with  H2   was  per formed to evaluate the 

surface copper area the dispersion of copper. This technique was used as an 

alternative to the N2O chemisorption since N2O multilayer adsorption on copper 

oxide and N2O  dissociation by other catalyst components have been reported 

[26,28,29]. Additionally, the utilization of the H2 TPD procedure appears to be 
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easier and precise when compared to other methods. 

Clearly  both  the  copper  surface  area  and  the  dispersion increase steadily 

with the surface area  of  ZnO  support  according to the following trend: 

CuO/ZnOAc-400 « CuO/ZnOAc-300 < CuO/ZnOAc-350 < CuO/ZnON-375 ∼ 

CuO/ZnOAc-375 (Table 2, Fig. 5).  

The H2-TPR profiles of CuO/ZnO catalysts prepared with ZnO supports 

calcined at different temperatures are shown in Fig. S2A and B. The morphology 

of the TPR curves, intensity and reduction temperature for these groups of 

samples are different, indicating that the calcination temperature of the ZnO 

support affects the reducibility of copper species. According to the shape of the 

TPR curve, this series of samples can be grouped as follows: low temperature 

(CuO/ZnOAc-300 and CuO/ZnOAc-350, Fig. S2A) and high temperature samples 

(CuO/ZnOAc-375  and CuO/ZnOAc-400, Fig.  S2B), henceforth labeled as LT- and HT-

catalysts, respectively. 

The LT-catalysts present very complex TPR profiles (Fig. S2A). A broad reduction 

peak is observed in the 200–300 ◦C temperature range, with maxima at 220 ◦C, 247 

◦C and 272 ◦C, and 214 ◦C, 233 ◦C and 257 ◦C (denoted as P1, P2 and P3 in Table 2) 

for CuO/ZnOAc-300 and CuO/ZnOAc-350, respectively. A small H2 uptake (HT-

peak in Fig.S2A) between 300 and 350 ◦C is also seen. The existence of several 

peaks implies that different kinds of reducing copper oxide sites (with different 

environments, particle sizes, and/or oxidation state) coexist in the LT-catalysts. 

On the other hand, the broadness of the TPR curves shown in Fig. S2A could be 

likely due to the broad size distribution of the copper oxide particles. 

The TPR profiles of the HT-catalysts (Fig. S2B) are dominated by a major peak 

centered at 173 ◦C and 202 ◦C for CuO/ZnOAc-375 and CuO/ZnOAc-400, 

respectively. As for the above-mentioned LT- catalysts,  a  small  peak  above  275 

◦C is  observed  (HT-peak in Fig. S2B). Despite their similarities, the CuO/ZnOAc-

375 sample shows  a  great  higher  hydrogen  consumption  accompanied  by   a 

lower reduction temperature (Table 2), indicating an easier reducibility of Cu2+ 

cations on this sample. HT-catalysts exhibit reduction peaks considerably sharper 

and more symmetric than their LT-counterparts, suggesting smaller copper oxide 

particles with narrow size  distribution. According to the literature, the LT-peaks 

(150–300 ◦C) can  be assigned to the reduction of copper oxide species in intimate 

con- tact with zinc oxide [30,31], since a strong interaction with ZnO can 

promote the reduction of CuO [30,31]. The small HT-peak (300–350 ◦C) may 

suggest the presence of a minor portion of CuO interacting less strongly with 

ZnO and/or larger CuO crystallites that need higher temperatures to be reduced. 

In either case, all CuO/ZnO samples exhibit reduction temperatures much lower 

than that for bulk CuO. This fact is consistent with other published works 
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reporting that the addition of promoters facilitates the reduction of copper oxide 

[30,31]. 

The TPR profiles for the catalysts prepared from different Zn- precursor 

(CuO/ZnON-375 and CuO/ZnOAc-375) displayed in Fig. 4A clearly highlight the 

large differences between both samples (curve shape and intensity, reduction 

temperature). The lower reduction temperatures along with the higher hydrogen 

consumption shown by CuO/ZnOAc-375 are clear indications of an enhanced 

reducibility of Cu2+ species. Such an improvement could be due to: (i) a higher 

dispersion (smaller size) of copper particles, and/or (ii) a strong interaction between 

copper species and the polar ZnO carrier. The first hypothesis seems unlike in view 

of the fact that both samples have comparable copper particle sizes (as shown by 

XRD and HRTEM, see Table 2 and Fig. S1) and dispersion (Table 2). On the other 

hand, both samples were prepared from ZnO carriers  with very different polarity  

ratio,  namely,  preferential  exposure of polar (CuO/ZnOAc-375) or nonpolar facets 

(CuO/ZnON-375). TPR results evidence that the reducibility of our CuO/ZnO 

catalysts is notably influenced by the polarity ratio of ZnO carrier. Moreover, the 

symmetric shape  of  the  LT-peak  for  the  more  polar  sample, CuO/ZnOAc-375, 

suggests a narrow size distribution of copper species on this  sample. 

As indicated before, the LT-peak represents copper species intimately interacting 

with ZnO and from Fig. 4A is clear that the fraction of these species is higher in the 

more  polar  sample. Thus,  it could be concluded that ZnO polar surfaces interacts 

strongly, at least to a higher extent than the less polar ZnO surfaces (ZnON-375), with 

highly dispersed copper particles modifying their electronic properties, and 

resulting in samples with enhanced reducibility. A recent study of Pd/ZnO catalysts 

pointed out in the same direction [32]. In fact, authors reported preferential 

formation of a PdZnl3 alloy on polar ZnO facets [32], suggesting a different 

interaction between palladium particles and polar ZnO surfaces, as in the present 

case. 

 

3.2. Catalytic activity of CuO/ZnO samples in the conventional reactor 

 

The evolution of methanol conversion with the reaction temperature for some 

representative CuO/ZnO catalysts is presented in Fig. S3. Overall the methanol 

conversion, H2 and CO2 yields increase with temperature, as expected (Fig. S3, 

Table 3). Regard- less, the catalyst and the temperature, H2 and CO2 are the main 

products, with CO formation initiating at 300 ◦C when methanol approaches 

complete conversion (Table 3). No CO was observed below 300 ◦C, excepting 

for CuO/ZnON-375 (Table 3). This is easily understood since CO is a by-product 

produced by endothermic reactions methanol decomposition (MD) and reverse 

water gas shift (RWGS) [1]. 

The catalytic activity at 180 ◦C as a function of the specific sur- face area of ZnO 
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support and copper dispersion is illustrated in  Fig. 5. Overall, the activity of the 

CuO/ZnO catalysts increases with the copper dispersion, with the latter increasing 

as the surface area of ZnO support does. ZnO supports with larger surface areas are 

able to better disperse Cu particles, leading to a higher number of exposed active 

sites (Cu sites) and consequently to a higher activity. It is also interesting to note that 

catalysts prepared from ZnO supports with similar surface areas (CuO/ZnOAc-375 

and CuO/ZnON-375) have comparable copper dispersions and behave similarly in  

terms of activity (Fig. 5), in good agreement with our previous assumption. 

Under the conditions of the present study, the dispersion of copper (or copper 

surface area) is the predominant factor governing the activity of CuO/ZnO 

catalysts in MSR. This agrees with other published results [33–35] reporting a 

linear correlation between the activity of Cu-based catalysts and the copper 

surface area. 

On the contrary, there is no clear correlation between the CO production and the 

surface area of ZnO carriers or copper dispersion. In fact, all the catalysts obtained 

from ZnO with different SBET produce similar amounts of CO (Tables 1 and 3, series 

of CT catalysts). However, the two catalysts with similar surface areas but very 

different polarity ratio (CuO/ZnOAc-375 and CuO/ZnON-375) show the largest 

difference in selectivity. Clearly, the different selectivity of CuO/ZnOAc-375 and 

CuO/ZnON-375 samples cannot be ascribed to the ZnO surface area or copper 

dispersion. 

The CO produced at 300 ◦C as a function of the ZnO polarity ratio is illustrated in 

Fig. 6. Data presented in this figure suggests that the selectivity (regarded as CO 

produced) is related to the polarity ratio of the ZnO supports, or in other words to 

the preferential exposure of polar or nonpolar facets of ZnO. In fact, copper catalysts 

sup- ported on ZnOs with similar polarity ratios (Table 1), which in turn are very 

close to that of the würtzite reference (no anisotropy), produces nearly the same 

amount of CO (Table 3, Fig. 5). Conversely, copper catalysts supported on the ZnOs 

showing the highest difference in polarity ratio, ZnON-375 and ZnOAc-375, 

(Table 1), which in turn are significantly different from that of the würtzite 

reference (anisotropy), show also the largest differences in selectivity (Table 3, 

Fig. 5): the lower the polarity ratio, the higher the CO production (Fig. 5). Thus, a 

more polar ZnO support gives more selective samples (CuO/ZnOAc-375), 

namely, producing lower CO amounts and vice versa. 

The polarity ratio of ZnO is likely related to the presence of defects. Typical ZnO 

materials exhibit a würtzite structure with the polar planes corresponding to the 

basal planes of the hexagonal würtzite unit cell [36–38]. The würtzite configuration 

has preferential exposure of non-polar facets (lower polarity ratio). It is well-

accepted that higher proportion of polar facets means also a higher number of 

defects, such as oxygen vacancies, that may play a crucial role in methanol and water 

activation [39,40]. It might be thought that the polar ZnO support itself is 

responsible for the enhanced MSR selectivity. In order to verify this hypothesis, 
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MSR activity measurements were conducted over both polar (ZnOAc-375) and 

nonpolar (ZnON-375) ZnO samples under the same operating conditions as those 

used for CuO/ZnO samples. It was observed that both supports give very low 

methanol conversions (<3%) with almost complete selectivity toward CO2 (so, 

negligible CO production – Table 3). Therefore, the ZnO support alone does not 

explain the  enhanced selectivity. 

It is then reasonable to assume that in the present case the nature of copper ZnO 

support interaction (evidenced by TPR) could account for the differences in 

selectivity. 

ZnO was also found to affect the activity and selectivity of PdZnO catalysts in 

MSR reaction [32]. In line with this finding, a recent study about the influence 

of ZnO facets on the performances of Pd/ZnO catalysts for MSR also reached the 

same conclusion [41,42]. Authors reported that at comparable Pd/ZnO catalyst 

composition, the polar sample was more selective than the nonpolar one due to 

the preferential formation of the PdZnl3 phase, which is selective toward CO2, 

on the polar ZnO [41,42]. 

From the results compiled in Tables 1 and 3, it can be inferred that the polarity 

ratio of ZnO support does not exert any promoting effect on activity but clearly 

affects the selectivity (Fig. 5). TPR results evidenced strong interactions between 

copper and the more polar ZnO support (ZnOAc-375), which facilitates the 

reducibility of copper oxide leading to enhanced selectivity (decreases CO 

formation). This suggests that sites of particular reactivity may exist at the Cu–

ZnO polar interface that are responsible for the higher selectivity of the more polar 

catalyst, CuO/ZnOAc-375. Despite our results do not allow identifying the exact 

role of the ZnO polarity ratio on the selectivity of CuO/ZnO catalysts, they clearly 

point out to its relevant role on the selectivity of the catalyst   and suggest that 

the CuO–ZnO interface is involved in the MSR selectivity. 

Another interesting finding of the present study is that the activity (per mass of 

metal) at 180 ◦C of the best in-house catalyst, CuO/ZnOAc-375, is up to 5-fold 

higher (Table 3) than that of a commercial CuO/ZnO/Al2O3 catalyst (66/24/10 

wt.%; G66-MR, from Süd Chemie).  Moreover, at  comparable  methanol  conversion 

(300 ◦C, Table 3) the in-house sample produces considerably less CO (up    to 90% 

lower, Table 3), further evidencing the high selectivity of CuO/ZnOAc-375  catalyst. 

The first part of this study identified catalyst CuO/ZnOAc-375  to have the highest 

catalytic activity among the prepared catalysts and the highest selectivity of all 

catalysts. This catalyst was then selected to pack a Pd-based membrane reactor. 

The results obtained are presented and discussed in the next section. 
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3.3. Catalytic activity of CuO/ZnOAc-375 in the Pd/Al2O3 composite membrane 

reactor 

 

Before the  reaction  tests,  the  permeation  characteristics  of  the fresh Pd/Al2O3  

membrane were investigated at T = 300 ◦C and P = 1.0 bar. Table 4 shows the ideal 

selectivities obtained during the pure gas permeation tests. 

The  MSR  on  the  composite  Pd/Al2O3   MR  were  carried  out by varying the  

temperature  in  the  range  220–300 ◦C,  at  2.0 bar, H  O/CH  OH feed molar ratio 

of 2.5/1 and WHSV = 0.95 h−1.  The objective of this first experimental campaign 

was evaluating the CuO/ZnOAc-375 catalyst performance in terms of activity 

and stability. Based on both permeate and retentate streams, Table 5 illustrates 

both methanol conversion and output molar fractions for different reaction 

temperatures. Though the composite Pd-based membrane has defects, besides 

hydrogen only CO2 was found in the permeate stream. In particular, it is worth 

noting that a temperature increase allows two positive effects on the MR system: 

the first  effect is related to the increase of the reaction rate with the temperature; 

the second one is due to the H2 permeation through the membrane. In the latter 

case, at higher temperature the hydrogen permeation through the membrane is 

enhanced and, consequently, this induces a higher H2 removal from the reaction 

to the permeate side, favoring the shift of the MSR reaction toward further 

products formation as well as higher methanol consume. 

Fig. 7 highlights the stability of the catalyst as confirmed by the constant trend 

of H2, CO, CO2 selectivities with respect to time on stream up to 3 h of operation 

at steady state conditions. A similar trend was confirmed in all the MR 

experimental tests of this work, suggesting that the catalyst is stable under long 

time operation. 

 

3.3.1. Pressure effect 

The second campaign of experiments aimed to obtain high grade and high 

yields of hydrogen in permeate side. The reaction tests were carried out at 330 

◦C, feed molar ratio equal to 1.5/1, WHSV = 2.73 h−1 and by varying the reaction 

pressure between 1.5 and 2.5 bar. Table 6 shows the permeated hydrogen purity 

and the hydrogen recovery at 330 ◦C and at various reaction pressures. 

The hydrogen recovery increases with the reaction pressure, overcoming 65% 

at 2.5 bar. Indeed, the highest reaction pressure maximizes the permeation 

driving force to hydrogen favoring the hydrogen permeation and then the 

hydrogen recovery. Nevertheless, the permeated hydrogen purity decreases 

with the reaction pressure. The composite palladium membrane should have 

pin holes that allow the  diffusion/convection  of  other  gas  species.  As the reaction 

pressure increases, more hydrogen is removed  from the reaction medium making 

its permeation driving force to decrease. At the same time, the driving force to the 
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other gas species increases, causing the purity of hydrogen at the permeate side to 

decrease. On the other hand, no CO was detected in the permeate side, as shown in 

Table 7. 

 

3.3.2. WHSV effect 

Hydrogen recovery and hydrogen permeate purity have been determined as a 

function of the WHSV at T = 330 ◦C, 2.5 bar reaction pressure and H2O/CH3OH 

feed molar ratio equal to 1.5/1. Table 8 shows that, as expected, the hydrogen 

recovery increases when WHSV decreases (higher residence times); the 

hydrogen recovery increased to around 75% at 1.37 h−1. 

Furthermore, the permeated hydrogen purity did not vary significantly with 

WHSV being ca. 91%. Also in this case, no CO presence was noticed in the permeate 

side. 

At the end of the whole experimental reaction campaigns, the permeation 

characteristics of the Pd/Al2O3 membrane have been checked again at T = 300 ◦C 

and P = 1.0 bar. Table 9 reports the new ideal selectivities values, which are 

different from the fresh mem- brane; the permeability increased and the 

selectivity decreased by a factor of ca. 2. This probably occurred because of the 

effect of thermal cycles that greatly affect the gas permeation characteristics of the 

composite Pd-membrane. 

 

4. Conclusions 

 

The effect of the surface area and polarity ratio (related to   the facet defects) of 

ZnO supports on the activity–selectivity of CuO/ZnO catalysts for MSR was 

studied. The ZnO surface area was varied by changing the calcination temperature 

of the prepared ZnO materials, whereas, its polarity ratio was modified using 

different Zn precursors, acetate or nitrate. 

Both the copper surface area and the dispersion increase with the surface area of 

ZnO support. The polarity ratio of the ZnO carrier did not significantly affect copper 

dispersion but it influenced notably the reducibility of copper species. A higher 

polarity ratio of ZnO promotes the reducibility of copper oxide. This is attributed to 

a strong interaction between copper species and the more polar facets of ZnO, which 

are in higher proportion in the ZnO support with higher polarity ratio. 

The activity of CuO/ZnO catalysts shows a marked dependence on the surface 

area of the ZnO supports, which in turn affects the dispersion of copper. In fact, 

those catalysts with higher surface area (and also Cu dispersion) also exhibit 

higher activity. Interestingly, the experimental results evidence that the 

selectivity of CuO/ZnO catalysts is closely related to the polarity ratio of the ZnO 

carriers: the selectivity increases with the polarity ratio, probably due to the 

presence of more selective Cu–ZnO sites at the Cu–ZnO polar inter- face. The 
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CuO/ZnOAc-375 catalyst also shows a drastic improvement of selectivity as 

compared to commercial CuO/ZnO/Al2O3 sample. In fact, at similar methanol 

conversion the in-house catalyst has proven to be up to 90% more selective than 

the commercial sample. Best performing catalyst CuO/ZnOAc-375 was further 

tested in a Pd-membrane reactor, made of a thin Pd-layer deposited on Al2O3 

support. Two studies were performed, one concerning the catalyst performance 

in terms of methanol conversion and gas selectivity stability and the other 

concerning the MR performance in terms of hydrogen recovery and hydrogen 

permeate purity for various operating conditions. 

During the first set experiments, the best result has been reached for 300 ◦C, 2.0 bar 

and WHSV = 2.73 h−1 with 97% of methanol con- version. Furthermore, a good 

stability of both conversion and gas selectivity was observed. The second set of 

experiments allowed to achieve a hydrogen recovery of ca. 75% and a hydrogen 

permeate purity higher than 90% at 330 ◦C, 2.5 bar and WHSV = 1.37 h−1. This 

work pointed out that the Pd-based MR allows obtaining higher methanol 

conversions and a high purity permeate hydrogen, free of CO. 
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Fig. 1. Influence of the calcination temperature on the morphology of 

ZnOAc-CT samples: (A) before calcination, and calcined in air at 300 (B), 375 

◦C (C) and 400 ◦C (D), respectively. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Conceptual scheme of the composite Pd/Al2O3 MR with the catalyst 

(in powder form) packed into the MR annulus. 
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Fig. 3. XRD patterns for calcined CuO/ZnO catalysts. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. TPR profiles of the CuO/ZnO samples prepared from different Zn-

precursor, CuO/ZnOAc-375 and CuO/ZnON-375 (A) and commercial 

CuO/ZnO/Al2O3 (66/24/10 wt.%) catalyst (G66-MR) supplied by Süd Chemie 

(B). 
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Fig. 5. Catalytic activity at 180 ◦C as a function of the specific surface area 

of ZnO carriers and copper dispersion. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.   Evolution of CO concentration (at 300 ◦C) as a function of the polarity 

ratio of ZnO carriers. 
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Fig. 7. Overall product  molar  fraction  vs  time  on  stream  for  MSR  reaction  

in  the Pd/Al2O3  MR at T = 220 ◦C, transmembrane pressure = 2.0 bar, WHSV 

= 0.95 h−1, H2O/CH3OH= 2.5/1. 
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Table 1 

Experimental parameters studied for the preparation of ZnO samples, calcination temperature series (ZnOAc-CT: Ac Zn-

acetate as precursor; CT: calcination temperature); Zn-precursor series (ZnOx -375: x stands for Zn-acetate (Ac) or Zn-nitrate 

(N); both samples were calcined at 375 ◦C). 

 
 

Table 2 

H2-TPR data, CuO mean crystallite size and dispersion for CuO/ZnO samples. 
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Table 3 

Catalytic activity at 180 ◦C; methanol conversion, CO2 and H2 yields measured at 220 ◦C and 300 ◦C in the conventional fixed 

bed reactor; (Wcat./F◦CH3 OH = 83 kgcat. mol−1 s). CO reformate concentration at 300 ◦C is also shown in this table. 

 
 

Table 4 

Permeation characteristics of the fresh composite Pd/Al2O3 membrane at 300 ◦C and !).P = 1.0 bar 
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Table 5 

Methanol conversion (into gas) and output molar fractions (H2, CO and CO2) at different temperatures, WHSV = 0.95 h−1 

and transmembrane pressure = 1.0 bar 

 
 

Table 6 

Hydrogen permeate purity and hydrogen recovery vs  reaction pressure at 330 ◦C, 

H2O/CH3OH = 1.5/1 and WHSV = 2.73 h−1 during MSR reaction in the Pd/Al2O3 MR. 
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Table 7 

Flow rates of the gases present in the permeate stream at different reaction pressure during MSR reaction at 330 ◦C, WHSV = 

2.73 h−1. 

 
 

 
Table 9 

Permeation characteristics of the composite Pd/Al2O3 membrane at the end of the whole experimental campaign at 300 ◦C 

and !).P = 1.0 bar. 

 


